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Tank-based fish farming
Under this system, arming
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COST- BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF GROWING FISH
CYCLE 1 COSTS
SN

ITEM

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT COST UGX

TOTAL COST UGX

1

Tank

2m x 3m x 1m= 6m3

2

Catfish seeds-450

BW=@10g

500

225,000

3

Fish feeds- 900kg

Floating pellets complete
formula, 35% & 30% CP

2800

2,520,000

4

Water- growing medium

50,000

Total

3,595,000/=

800,000

CYCLE 1 INCOME
Weight of fish in kg

selling/kg UGX

Total sales UGX

400

10,000

Gross profit

4,000,000 - 3,595,000

4,000,000
405,000/=

CYCLE 2 COSTS

SN

ITEM

SPECIFICATIONS

1

Catfish seeds-450

BW=@10g

2

Fish feeds- 900kg

3

Water for growing medium

Floating pellets complete
formula, 35% & 30% CP

UNIT COST
UGX
500

TOTAL COST
UGX
225,000

2800

2,520,000

Total

50,000
2,795,000/=

CYCLE 2 INCOME
Weight of fish in kg

selling/kg UGX

400

10,000

Gross profit

4,000,000 - 2,795,000

Total sales UGX
4,000,000
1,205,000
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Introduction to Aquaponics
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Benefits of the Aquaponics System

Mirror carp
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For

information,

Plastic Aquaponics Unit with Vegetable production at Kyanja ARC

Wooden Fish Tanks at Kyanja ARC

Visit us at
KCCA Kyanja Agricultural Resource Centre
Off Gayaza Rod
Tel. 0794661234/ 0794661258

